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Abstract
The research aims to test the relationship and impact of High Involvement
Management as an independent variable in negotiation strategies as a responsive
variable, at the headquarters of the Iraqi Ministry of Industry and Minerals in
Baghdad Governorate, and then trying to come up with a set of recommendations
that contribute to strengthening the negotiations carried out by the ministry’s
leaders and based on the importance of the topic of research in public
organizations and the importance of the surveyed organizations to the society.
The descriptive analytical approach was adopted in the completion of this
research, and the research included a sample of (180) leaders of the Iraqi
Ministry of Industry and Minerals, and data was collected from (120)
respondents who represent the research community exclusively and
comprehensively, represented by (general managers, directors of departments
people managers). By adopting the questionnaire, which included (47)
paragraphs, the personal interviews were used during the distribution of the
questionnaire and the explanation and clarification of its paragraphs. The
research adopted the program Amos V.26, Spss V.26) with the adoption of
descriptive statistics methods (linearity test, normal distribution test,
confirmatory factor analysis, building models of variables, arithmetic mean,
percentages, standard deviation, relative importance, and coefficient of variation,
Pearson correlation coefficient, simple regression coefficient, path analysis, Sobel
test) to test its hypotheses. As for the most prominent conclusions of the research
that showed the validity of the hypotheses, they were embodied in the effect of
high inclusion directly in the negotiation process and its strategies, and from it we
conclude that the management of high inclusion affects the negotiation directly
and indirectly, and on this basis these indirect influences contributed to
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increasing the value of the effect. The research came out with a number of
recommendations; the most important of which is the investment of the
reciprocal and interactive relationship between the management of high
containment and negotiation strategies, directly or indirectly, with the realization
that their elements and dimensions and their ability to develop, change and add
in a way that coincides with the development and diversity of jobs and changes in
the accelerating environment.

Keywords: High Involvement Management, negotiation strategies
*Research is extracted from a master's thesis
. From it, we conclude

1:Introduction:
Negotiation is the only way out or outlet that can be used to address issues
to reach results, as it is not possible to find solutions to existing problems without
resorting to negotiation between the conflicting parties. On the logic of force, as
there is no need for molars to be untied by entrails, negotiation is considered a
victory for the rationality that is aware of all matters and distances it from all. In
which the weapons of dialogue are used, and opinion is contested by opinion,
argument by argument, evidence by evidence, and logic by logic, to reach an end
that the parties are convinced of, and thus it is a final victory if the other party is
led to recognize the natural and legitimate right and fully acknowledged this
right, and signed a document, treaty or agreement regarding it. It was binding on
him and the culmination of the negotiating work that led to him. Given the
importance of negotiation in various fields of scientific research, whether in the
scientific or humanitarian fields, especially in organizations that give negotiation
a great importance, as negotiation strategies play an important role whose
repercussions are reflected on the results achieved by different organizations, so
there is a problem represented in Dealing with the negotiating effort within the
institutions as a routine administrative work that can be done by any employee,
manager or leader who is negligent in the role he plays in the survival and
continuity of the organization. In state institutions, which in turn leads to job
instability, which is reflected in the strategies followed by the administration and
thus casts a shadow on the important administrative processes in general and the
administration and the negotiating team in particular, which may lead to a
weakening of its negotiating position in front of the opposing party so that it can
change its negotiating strategies according to negotiating position. In light of all
the above, a number of questions emerge from the research problem, which the
researcher tries to obtain answers to through his research, represented by his
goals and research hypotheses, which are:
1- What is the level of influence of the high containment administration on the
conduct of negotiation processes?
2- Is negotiation prevalent in thought and application in line with the
requirements of work in the Ministry of Industry and Minerals?
3- To what extent does the Iraqi Ministry of Industry and Minerals depend on
negotiation in its work?
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1-The study derives its importance from the importance of the problem it
addresses, and through the importance of the variables investigated, as this study
focuses on important variables and links them (negotiation strategies, High
Involvement Management) as they have a significant impact on the performance
of the work of negotiators and in achieving important results that return to them .
2- The research presents its contribution to guiding the leaders of the Ministry of
Industry and Minerals and guiding them about the importance of negotiation
strategies and emphasizing the importance of high containment.
3-This topic is one of the topics that today require a field study by management
professors, graduate students and leaders of Iraqi organizations and at the level
of all sectors.
The current research is complementary to the concerns of the modern
management literature and complementary to the scientific process in the field of
scientific research, and based on the aspects of the research problem and the
justifications for conducting it. There are a number of research objectives,
namely:
4- Shedding light on the cognitive aspect and modern academic curricula for the
study variables (organizational strength, negotiation strategies), for the purpose
of benefiting from it by the research community.
4-Determining the dimensions of organizational power that have an impact on
building negotiating thought in the organization under study.
3-To test the relationship of correlation and influence between negotiation
strategies and organizational strength.

2-Research Methodology

1- Hypothesis :the hypothetical scheme was developed in Figure (1) to show the
impact relationship of managing high containment on negotiation strategies. The
research scheme contains two variables: the dependent variable (negotiation
strategies), which will be measured by five dimensions: (competitiveness,
cooperativeness, avoidance, bargaining, and assimilation) based on the model
(Thomas, kw 2008.) And the independent variable (the management of high
containment), which will be measured through four dimensions: (participation in
the decision, possession of information, sharing of returns, possession of
knowledge) based on the model (Konrad, 2006(.
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High Involvement
Management
1- Participation in the
decision

2-Collaborating Strategic
2- Owning information

3-Avoiding Strategic
3- Reverting in Participation
4-Compromising
Strategic

4- possessing knowledge

5-Accommodating Strategic

Figure (1) The hypothesis of the research
The research assumes :in line with the objectives of the research, the researcher
formulated packages of hypotheses related to influence relationships that clarify
the research problem and give answers to all questions and hypotheses are:
The first main premise:
There is no significant effect of the dimensions of High Involvement Management
combined in negotiation strategies), and a set of sub-hypotheses emerges from it.
1. The combined dimensions of High Involvement Management do not have a
significant impact on the competitive strategy.
2. .The dimensions of High Involvement Management combined do not affect the
cooperative strategy in a significant way.
3. .The dimensions of High Involvement Management combined do not have a
significant effect on the avoidance strategy.
4. The combined dimensions of High Involvement Management do not have a
significant effect on the bargaining strategy.
5. The combined dimensions of High Involvement Management do not have a
significant effect on the absorption strategy.
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3-Literature review
Sections1: High Involvement Management
High Involvement Management is considered one of the very important
issues, as it has clearly and remarkably entered the fields of scientific research,
especially in foreign and Arab studies and research, as it represents an important
factor in the success of organizations, as this is due to the increase in the volume
of global competition and the diversity of knowledge. The diversity of skills,
experiences and capabilities of human reReferences and the intensification of
competition, which poses a direct threat to those who have not kept pace with
these changes and real opportunities for those who have arranged their papers in
investing their available reReferences in creating a strong organization that
possesses the flexibility that enables it to confront threats and environmental
changes The emergency that is directly related to the performance of employees,
as high inclusion has become one of the critical success factors by which it can
distinguish itself from other organizations within the business environment. In
order to understand high inclusion, this topic will address the concept of high
inclusion management and its importance and the dimensions chosen by the
researcher represented (participation by decision, owning information, sharing
revenue, owning knowledge(.
Sub- Sections1: High Involvement Management concept :
The term high-inclusion management emerged widely for students in the
1980s. One of the most prominent pioneers was the American psychologist
(lawler). At the end of the nineties, the American Association for Training and
Development (ASTD) used the term high-performance work systems to refer to
those organizations that organized work flow about the main work processes. The
term High Involvement Management, according to the description (Lawler, 2008:
2) refers to the description of the approach used in management that focuses on
the participation of employees in the decision-making process, and added
(Armstrong, 2009:117) that high containment is a practice or an activity within
the field of work that leads to raising the level of trust between the work site, and
it increases the intrinsic ability of employees to work and thus enhancing
organizational participation, and (43: Benson et al, 2006) sees it as a set of
practices centered around the employee’s decision-making process and obtaining
information and energy through training and motivation, as well as sees
(Georgiades et al 2013). , 71). Inclusion of employees often leads to the
strengthening of change efforts within the organization.
Sub- Sections2: The importance of High Involvement Management:
The researchers indicate that the inclusion of high-performing workers has
a positive effect in terms of change and productive activities, as a result of
allowing employees to make decisions that yield positive results (Alnuaimi, 2013:
218). The management of high containment plays an important role in
organizational development and enhancing the performance of the organization
and the organization, and this role can be indicated through the following points
(Harmon, et al., 2005:18(.
1- High inclusion management promotes teamwork and social adjustment among
employees and increases their satisfaction.
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2- The High Inclusion Department works to strengthen the information system
through the sharing and exchange of information among employees at their
various levels, which helps to understand the organization's goals and culture
towards achieving those goals and making the work environment more clear and
stable.
3- High Inclusion Management is based on helping employees acquire skills and
knowledge, achieve satisfaction, and enhance people's job and self-esteem.
Also (Whitfild, 2000:57, Armstrong, 2007:33) identified the importance of high
containment as follows.
4- It defines employees what is expected of them, what their responsibilities are,
and how they realize their goals.
2- It sends vital indicators to the administration of what its needs are to improve
performance, set goals to achieve success, and monitor performance to ensure the
achievement of goals.
3- The operations of managing the high containment are consistent with the work
objectives to ensure the participation of employees in achieving the agreed goals
and standards.
Sub- Sections3: Dimensions of High Involvement Management
Where the researcher selected a set of sub-variables for an example of
High Involvement Management for its importance, especially in an important
sector such as the industrial sector in Iraq, where the work is collective, all levels
must be involved in the decision-making process, information sharing at various
levels, returns sharing, and comprehensive knowledge of everything that is going
on within the work environment, where it was agreed with a group of researchers
about defining the dimensions of High Involvement Management in four
dimensions represented by (participation in decision-making, possession of
information, revenue sharing, and knowledge acquisition(.
1- Participation in decision making:
Participation in decisions represents opportunities for interdependence of
work on the one hand, and organizational participation and support on the other,
taking into account all the circumstances and needs of the organization,
Armstrong (2010:159), and in the same context indicated (Mohsan, et al, 2004:
226) that drive changes the dynamism and environmental acceleration of
organizations to use the maximum potential of their human reReferences and
survive and lead the fierce competition, by investing the energies of individuals
working with high motivation and a great commitment that allows the
organization to grow and expand faster than competing organizations.Therefore,
managers should deliberately involve employees at their different levels in
decision-making whenever the opportunity is prepared for that (Kabour, 562:
2001), where various studies indicate that the participation of individuals in
decision-making not only leads to an increase in their effectiveness, but also leads
to an increase in satisfaction levels about work (Nickels et al, 2012: 200).
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2- Possession of information:
With the quantitative and qualitative acceleration in the work
environment, it has become necessary to provide information that enables
management to make decisions and share that information with all individuals
working within the organization. Achieving full readiness to assume
responsibility and create creative energies (Hamad, 67: 2010), and (Benson, et al,
2006: 22) has defined work practices with high containment as a specific set of
work practices Human reReferences that focus on decision-making for employees
and access to information, so the broad sharing of information improves the
performance of the organization because it increases the degree of participation
of the members of the organization and their interaction with the vision and view
of the strategy of the organization as a whole. Ultimately, being able to achieve
successful performance because of unity of vision and cohesion (Mahmoud, 201:
2007). And (Rue & Byars, 2005: 376) indicated that there are automated systems
designed in all departments whose function is to produce the necessary
information for management, which is presented in the form of periodic reports.
3- Sharing the proceeds:
High inclusion organizations need a reward system that is distinctly
different from that of traditional organizations and advocates skill-based wages,
profit earning, profit sharing and employee engagement, flexible benefits, all
payroll workforce, open decision processes and participation (Lawler, 1987:202)
And also (Denisi & Griffin, 2001:342-346) defined wages as the amount of cash an
individual receives in return for the work he performs, and in terms of real
wages, they represent the amount of goods and services that an individual can
obtain to satisfy his needs based on cash wages. As for the reward, it plays a
major role in supporting the performance of the employees. The provision of
rewards gives the employee a sense of the importance of what he does and what
he offers, and that he is valued and his efforts are recognized, and this in turn will
improve or raise his performance (Njanja & et Al., 2013: 44), as rewards
contribute, whether they are material such as an increase in wages or moral
rewards such as praise, letters of thanks, praise, promotion, increasing powers
and developing relations between managers and subordinates, especially when
used with high professionalism and granted to those who deserve it, which
enhances the power of managers (Khanka, 2013: 376(.
4- possessing knowledge:
Knowledge management is concerned with both stocks and knowledge
flows, and flows represent the way in which knowledge is transferred from people
to people or from people to the knowledge database or from the database to
people (Armstroing, 2010: 85). Many researchers believe that knowledge
management represents part of the assets that increase dramatically as the
organization ages (Gaines, 2002). (Gronhaug, 2002: 365) believes that knowledge
assets have become one of the most prominent reReferences of the organization
today, along with human reReferences, capital and material assets. This is by
virtue of the fact that these organizations have been striving towards achieving
creativity, innovation, survival and continuity. He defined them (Konrad, 2015:4)
as the skills and abilities, which are used to make decisions and take actions
necessary to improve the knowledge of employees, and they are intended to be
committed to training and development.
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Sections2: Negotiation Strategies: Negotiation has become in our time an
important field of scientific and practical influence in the daily dealings of
individuals and organizations and at the level of societies and peoples as a result
of the increase in the volume of dependency relations between these human
entities and their development at the social, economic and political levels, which
created a strong need for a means through which individuals can exchange many
benefits and arrange the reciprocal relationship in a way that achieves the
convergence of common interests
Sub- Sections 1:Negotiation concept.
An integrated process based on interaction between two or more parties
who feel that they have different goals and seek to use the method of dialogue and
persuasion to resolve differences and bring points of view closer to reach an
acceptable solution that achieves the interests of all parties (Fowler, 1990: 6), and
sees (Taylor, et al, al, 2000 : 11) a description of the nature of the interactive
relationship between a group of parties that compete implicitly or overtly for
preferable future conditions and arrangements for each of them, while realizing
that negotiation requires some flexibility in order to give the process the
momentum of continuity and that imposes sacrificing some ambitions to reach
consensus and cooperation, the interaction that occurs between the parties before
reaching the final results (Marks & Harold, 2011: 371), the process by which two
or more parties seek mutual benefits (2008, 6: Development(.
Sub- Sections2 :The importance of negotiation.
The importance of negotiation arises from two main perspectives.
A - Necessity of negotiation:
The necessity of the science of negotiation and its importance appears from the
role it plays in the lives of individuals, groups or organizations, and even between
different and conflicting peoples and countries, and the extent of the importance
it derives from the existing negotiating relations between its parties, that is, what
is related to the issue that is being negotiated, and that represents the first angle.
b - The inevitability of negotiation.
Negotiation derives the inevitable character of being the way out or the outlet
and the only solution that can be used to address the negotiating issue and reach
solutions to existing problems and disputed issues (Anderson, 2010: 102).
Sub- Sections 3: Dimensions of negotiation.
1- Competitive strategy:
This strategy aims to gain the result even if it is at the expense of the
opponent's loss (Pruitt, 1998:90), while it was defined by (Robbins, 1998: 950) as
the strategy through which the other party is seen as an opponent, and that he
will try to drag him to a target point, which is close to his ambitions (or less than)
a point. The resistance point determined by the counterparty before or during the
negotiation in order to achieve the highest possible benefit without paying
attention to the needs and demands of the other party. It was also defined by
(Britannica, 1995) as that relationship based on the basis of profit and loss, that
is, the victory of one party and the loss of the other party.
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4- collaborative strategy:
Defined by (Robbin, 1889,451) as that strategy that seeks to settle one or
more, which enables the creation of solutions that achieve benefits for both
parties. As defined by (Olsson, 2001: 43), that strategy in which the negotiating
parties cooperate in an attempt to solve common problems and reach a
satisfactory result for all parties, a problem rather than competing with each
other, as each party must feel that the results achieved through cooperation are
more preferable than the result that can be achieved by each party individually.
3 -Avoidance strategy:
They are conflicts between two or more parties that result in the
withdrawal of one of the parties from the conflict, postponing its goals and
searching for an opportunity for convincing negotiation (Walton et al. its goals.
As indicated by (Dogra, 2010: 243) that the avoidance strategy is sometimes the
best initial response to resolving the dispute when the negotiator is not completely
ready to engage in negotiations, as it is used to gain time and gain how to deal
with the dispute, and then the negotiator has additional time to study the other
party’s method of resolving the problem.
0 -bargaining strategy:
And (Shell, 2006: 5) defined it as the strategy through which the negotiator
wants to make a deal by doing what is fair and just for all the parties involved in
the negotiation, and that the negotiator who uses this strategy is firm and
cooperative at the same time, but not that much (Mcguire, 2004: 33). He added
(Olsson, 2001: 7) that it is that strategy that seeks to find a middle ground or
abandon some of the negotiator's interests and express respect for the wishes of
the other party.
4 -absorption strategy:
Sacrificing his behavior (loss/profit) seeks harmony and appeasement by
easing and freezing conflicts due to unfavorable environmental conditions (Ali,
2019:11), (Mcguire, 2004: 43). The negotiator who uses the assimilation strategy
is sometimes considered a nice negotiator, because he always tries to contain the
opposing party and seeking to make deliberate concessions in order to gain the
approval and support of the opposing party, and (Schawarz & Peutsch, 2001:3)
indicated that the accommodating person is not assertive but cooperative - in
contrast to the competitor completely, as during the assimilation the individual
neglects his own concerns to reassure the other party's preoccupations and
contain them.
3-Analysis Procedure
Analysis of the impact of high inclusion management on negotiation strategies:
The main hypothesis of the research starts from (there is no significant effect
of the dimensions of High Involvement Management combined in negotiation
strategies) and in order for the researcher to verify the validity of the hypothesis
or not, the multiple linear regression model was implemented according to the
following sub-hypotheses:
1-The combined dimensions of High Involvement Management do not have a
significant impact on the competitive strategy.
2- The dimensions of High Involvement Management combined do not affect the
cooperative strategy in a significant way.
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3- The dimensions of High Involvement Management combined do not have a
significant effect on the avoidance strategy.
4- The dimensions of High Involvement Management combined do not affect the
bargaining strategy in a significant way.
5- The combined dimensions of High Involvement Management do not have a
significant effect on the absorption strategy.
)4-4(Testing the first sub-hypothesis: (The dimensions of High Involvement
Management combined do not have a significant effect on the competitive
strategy. It is evident from Figure (2) and the results of Table (3), that there is an
inverse effect relationship to participation in the returns in the competitive
strategy (-0.209) at the level of morality (0.015) and the calculated value of (T) (2.428), which is more than its tabular value at the level of morality (0.05), which
indicates the possibility of limiting the competitive strategy when participation in
the returns is directed to it, while the researcher did not find any effect of
possessing information, possessing knowledge and participating in decisionmaking in the competitive strategy, as this result indicates that the Ministry’s
leaders rely on revenue sharing when limiting the level of the competitive
strategy, as this result supports the rejection of the null hypothesis, and the
adoption of the alternative hypothesis (the dimensions of High Involvement
Management collectively affect the competitive strategy significantly).
Table (1) The multiple impact of the combined dimensions of High Involvement
Management in the competitive strategy
Standard
Effect
The critical
approved
independent
effect
indication Label
parameter
error ratio
parameter
Y1 <---

M1

-.041

-.057

.080

-.516

.606 par_1

Y1 <---

M2

.134

.124

.097

1.387

.166 par_2

Y1 <---

M3

-.209

-.262

.086

-2.428

.015 par_3

Y1 <---

M4

.016

.017

.088

.186

.852 par_4
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Figure (2) The combined effect of the High Involvement Management dimension
in the competitive strategy

Participation in the decision

Owning information

Competing Strategic

Reverting in Participation

possessing knowledge

)4-4(The second sub-hypothesis test: (The dimensions of High Involvement
Management combined do not have a significant effect on the cooperative). It is
clear from Figure (2) and the results of Table (1) that there is an effect of
participation in decision-making in the cooperative strategy (0.204) at the level of
morality (0.002) and the calculated value of (T) (3.122), which is more than its
tabular value at the level of morality (0.05), as well as on the existence of an effect
of having knowledge in the cooperative strategy (0.239) at the level of morality
(0.000) and the calculated value (T) (3.314), in addition to that there is an effect of
inversely negative returns sharing in the cooperative strategy (-0.186) at the level
of morality (0.008) and with a value of (T). ) calculated (-2.650) ,while the
researcher did not find any effect of owning information on the cooperative
strategy, as this result indicates that the Ministry’s leaders depend on
participation in decision-making and possession of knowledge when it needs to
improve the level of cooperative and needs to share the returns when you want to
reduce the cooperative strategy, as this result supports rejecting the null
hypothesis. And the adoption of the alternative hypothesis (the dimensions of
High Involvement Management combined have a significant effect on the
cooperative strategy).
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Table (2) The multiple impact of the combined High Involvement Management
dimensions in the collaborative strategy
approved
Y2
Y2
Y2
Y2

<--<--<--<---

independent

Effect
parameter

M1
M2
M3
M4

.204
.056
-.186
.239

Standard
effect
parameter
.326
.060
-.270
.284

The
error
.065
.079
.070
.072

critical
indication
ratio
3.122
.707
-2.650
3.314

.002
.479
.008
***

Label
par_1
par_2
par_3
par_4

Figure (3) The multiple impact of the combined high-containment management
dimension in the collaborative strategy

Participation in the decision

Owning information

Collaborating Strategic

Reverting in Participation

possessing knowledge

)4-3( The third sub-hypothesis test: (The dimensions of high containment
management combined do not have a significant effect on the avoidance strategy).
It is evident from Figure (3) and the results of Table (2) that there is a negative
reversal effect of the returns participation in the avoidance strategy (-0.167) at
the level of significance (0.029) and the calculated T value (-2.186).
It exceeds its tabular value at the level of significance (0.05), while the
researcher did not find any effect of possessing information, possessing
knowledge and participating in decision-making in the avoidance strategy. This
result is the rejection of the null hypothesis, and the adoption of the alternative
hypothesis (the dimensions of High Involvement Management collectively affect
the avoidance strategy significantly).
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Table (3) The multiple effects of the combined High Involvement Management
distancing in the avoidance strategy
approved
Y3
Y3
Y3
Y3

independent
<--<--<--<---

M1
M2
M3
M4

Standard
Effect
effect
parameter
parameter
.079
.126
-.058
-.062
-.167
-.243
.070
.083

The
critical
indication Label
error ratio
.071
.086
.077
.079

1.110
-.668
-2.186
.888

.267
.504
.029
.375

par_1
par_2
par_3
par_4

Figure (4) The multiple impact of High Involvement Management distancing
combined in the avoidance strategy

Participation in the decision

Owning information

Avoiding Strategic

Reverting in Participation

possessing knowledge

)4-0(Testing the fourth sub-hypothesis: (The dimensions of High Involvement
Management combined do not have a significant effect on bargaining).
It is clear from Figure (4) and the results of Table (3) that there is no influence
relationship to participation in decision-making, possession of information,
sharing of returns, and possession of knowledge in the bargaining strategy at the
level of morale (0.05), as this result indicates that the Ministry’s leaders do not
rely on the administration high containment and its dimensions in improving the
level of the bargaining strategy, as this result supports the acceptance of the null
hypothesis (the dimensions of High Involvement Management combined do not
have a significant effect on the bargaining strategy).
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Table (4) The multiple influence of the combined dimensions of High Involvement
Management in the bargaining strategy
approved

independent

Standard
Effect
The
effect
parameter parameter error

critical
indication
ratio

Label

Y4 <---

M1

.130

.175

.085

1.539

.124 par_1

Y4 <---

M2

-.029

-.026

.102

-.280

.779 par_2

Y4 <--Y4 <---

M3
M4

-.098
.143

-.120
.143

.091
-1.078
.093 1.528 .127

.281 par_3
par_4

Figure (5) The multiple effect of removing High Involvement Management
combined in bargaining

Compromising Strategic

)4-4(The fifth sub-hypothesis test: (The dimensions of High Involvement
Management combined do not have a significant effect on the absorption
strategy).
It is evident from Figure (5) and the results of Table (4), that there is an
effect of participation in decision-making in the absorption strategy (0.168) at the
level of significance (0.047) and the calculated T value (1.990), which is more than
its tabular value at the level of significance (0.05), while The researcher did not
find any effect of owning information, owning knowledge and sharing returns on
the strategy of avoidance, as this result indicates that the Ministry’s leaders rely
on participation when they limit the level of the absorption strategy, as this result
supports rejecting the null hypothesis, and adopting the alternative hypothesis
(the dimensions of High Involvement Management affect Combined in the
assimilation strategy has a significant effect).
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Table (5) The multiple impact of removing High Involvement Management
combined in the absorption strategy
Standard
Effect
The critical
effect
approved
independent
indication Label
parameter parameter error
ratio
Y3 <---

M1

.168

.228

.084

1.990

.047 par_1

Y3 <--Y3 <---

M2
M3

-.067
-.092

-.061
-.113

.102
.090

-.660
-1.013

.509 par_2
.311 par_3

Y3 <---

M4

.048

.048

.093

.511

.610 par_4

Figure (6) The multiple impact of the combined High Involvement Management
dimension in the absorption strategy

Participation in the decision

Owning information

-

Accommodating Strategic
Reverting in Participation

possessing knowledge

Testing the third main hypothesis: (The dimensions of High Involvement
Management combined do not have a significant effect on negotiation strategies.
It is clear from Figure (6) and the results of Table (5) that there is an impact
relationship for participation in decision-making in negotiation strategies in total
(0.108) at the level of significance (0.024) and the calculated value (T) (2.252),
which is more than its tabular value at the level of significance (0.05). In addition,
there is an effect of revenue sharing in negative directional negotiation
strategies (-0.150) at the level of significance (0.003) and the calculated T
value (-2.992), while the researcher did not find any effect of possessing
information and possessing knowledge in negotiation strategies .This result
indicates that the Ministry’s leaders depend on participation in decision-making
when they need to improve the level of negotiation strategies, and turn to revenue
sharing when they want to limit negotiation strategies in general. Negotiation
strategies have a moral effect.
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Table (6) The multiple impact of the combined dimensions of High Involvement
Management in negotiation strategies
Standard
Effect
The critical
approved
independent
effect
indication Label
parameter
error
ratio
parameter
Y <--M1
.108
.248 .048
2.252
.024 par_1
Y <--M2
.007
.011 .058
.126
.900 par_2
Y <--M3
-.150
-.313 .051 -2.922
.003 par_3
Y <--M4
.103
.176 .053
1.949
.051 par_4
Figure (7) The multiple impact of the combined dimensions of High Involvement
Management in negotiation strategies.
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Negotion Strategies
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From the researcher’s review of the results of the practical side, he finds
that the independent variable (management of high containment) has achieved a
direct impact on the adopted variable (negotiation strategies), as these results
enable the researcher to go to tests of indirect effects between the variables
investigated, by analyzing the path and the method Barron and Kenny after
fulfilling the conditions of the mediation test by the structural modeling method
and by the Barron and Kenny method.
The direct effect relationships between the independent variable (high
containment) and the dependent variable (negotiation strategies) were tested, and
they were all significant, and according to Table (7), its results are the basis on
which the path relationships test is built.
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Table (7) direct influence relationships between the investigated variables
Impact standard critical
Values constant the
morale
value
error
value
F
value
sample
152.791 1.369
Y <--- M .715
0.052
12.361 .000
444
4-Conclusions and Recommendations
First: the most prominent conclusions of the applied side of the research
The current study presents a set of recommendations and proposals
appropriate to the conclusions drawn from the statistical results, and the study is
working on presenting a set of proposals for researching and studying the
relationship of the investigated dimensions with other variables, and in other
fields, as follows-:
1.The leaders of the Ministry of Industry and Minerals expressed their interest in
managing the high containment, and proceeded to improve the level of its
practice through participation in decision-making, in light of motivating its
members to work in the spirit of one team in a way that supports the
implementation of the decision, and the participation of the largest number of
them in making, taking and drawing policies that contribute to the
implementation of the decision. Improving the work environment.

2.The Ministry's leaders showed their adoption of information ownership, which
contributes to strengthening the management of high containment through its
confidence in the information received from its members, and its opening of the
wide field for participation in work-related information.
3. The leaders of the Ministry of Industry and Minerals proved their adoption
and interest in revenue sharing, so they set a scale for wages and rewards that
allows them to attract expertise to meet their need for skills that support
competition and achieve goals in a way that does not meet ambition, which made
their wages inconsistent with the nature of the work they perform, which
weakened High Involvement Management.
4. It became clear that the Ministry’s leaders possess knowledge, which
contributes to improving the management of high containment in it through its
efforts to benefit from its knowledge store when facing crises and urgent work
problems, as well as its endeavor to enhance the capabilities of its members, by
engaging them in training courses developed for their efficiency on a continuous
basis and in a manner consistent with the nature of tasks assigned to them.
5. Showing the interest of the Ministry's leadership in competitiveness when it
seeks to improve the level of negotiation strategies, especially as it proves to the
other party the duration of its strength, and sometimes its distance from harmony
with it during the course of negotiations.
6.The Ministry’s leadership adheres to cooperation and what enhances
negotiation strategies, as a result of its keenness and understanding of the
position of the other party, as well as its tendency to appease him and to
contribute to the perpetuation of the relationship with him.
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7.It has been proven that the Ministry’s leadership resorted to avoidance in a way
that supports the level of its negotiating strategies by postponing the negotiation
until the appropriate opportunity is provided to achieve its goals, as well as
finding a fair mix of gains and losses for the two sides of the negotiations.
8. The Ministry’s leaders showed their adoption of bargaining, so they put
pressure and achieve goals before the other party, in addition to negotiating
about paying attention to its requirements before its own, which contributes to
improving negotiation strategies.
9. The leaders of the Ministry of Industry and Minerals have paid attention to
absorption, and to improve the level of their negotiating strategies, by meeting
the wishes of the other party when they see them as feasible, as well as their
tendency to sacrifice their desires in his favor when necessary.
Search results: the most prominent results of the application of the search.
The current study presents a set of recommendations and proposals appropriate
to the conclusions drawn from the statistical results, and the study is working on
presenting a set of proposals for researching and studying the relationship of the
investigated dimensions with other variables, and in other fields, as follows:1.The need for additional attention to participation in decision-making, in order
to improve the level of High Involvement Management by adopting the following
mechanisms:
a) Participation of the largest number of ministry personnel in making important
decisions, and drawing up a policy that helps improve the work environment.
b) Building trust among the ministry’s personnel, in a way that contributes to
overcoming difficulties and generating a strength of hope that motivates them to
commit.
c) Granting executive departments wide freedom to accomplish their tasks in a
manner that limits wastage of time, effort and costs.
d) Stimulating work by paying attention to team spirit and supporting its
decisions.
2.The leaders of the Ministry should pay attention to owning information and in a
way that enhances the management of high containment by providing the
necessary information to support and guide the decision and achieve its current
and future goals, and allow room for its sharing, reduce obstacles and make it
available to all, and increase confidence in their ability to achieve.
3. The leaders of the Ministry of Industry and Minerals should improve the level
of revenue sharing and provide rewards and incentives to its members in a way
that increases their ability to perform new or current tasks with more success, by
adopting the following mechanisms:
a) Compatibility of wages with the nature of the activity and the tasks assigned to
them, by reviewing them periodically.
b) The fair and objective distribution of wages in accordance with the effort
expended and away from personal considerations.
c) Improving the powers of providing rewards for the qualified, talented and
creative people at work.
d) Adopting a new approach to design innovative and equitable rewards
programs that increase competition, attract expertise, and fill the Ministry's need
for job skills and competencies.
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4.Striving to improve the level of knowledge acquisition in the Ministry of
Industry and Minerals, in a way that contributes to raising the level of High
Involvement Management by adopting the following mechanisms:
a) Enhancing the capabilities of the Ministry’s employees by engaging them in
training courses that are appropriate to the nature of their tasks and constantly
increasing their efficiency.
b) Providing information to all Ministry’s employees in a way that contributes to
reducing wastage of development and training opportunities.
5.The necessity of improving the level of the competitive strategy by proving the
strength of the leadership, as well as adopting the following mechanisms:
a) The rapprochement with the other party and the lack of disharmony when it
comes to achieving additional gains.
b) Focus on the weaknesses of the other party and invest them in improving
gains, and investing opportunities to achieve the highest gain from needs.
c) Pressure towards achieving the goals of the negotiations, and ignoring the
goals of the other party.
6.Strengthening negotiation strategies, by giving the cooperative strategy more
attention, especially through the following:
a) Appease the other party in a way that perpetuates the organizational
relationship with him.
b) Control emotions as much as possible and absorb cases of anger on the other
side.
c) Listening, listening and understanding the position of the other party.
7.Working on improving the level of the avoidance strategy by adopting the
following mechanisms:
a) Take responsibility when it is compatible with the capabilities and capabilities,
and apologize for taking it when the efficiency is less than the responsibility.
b) Dealing with situations fairly, making concessions and taking gains when
necessary.
c) Avoid confronting the powerful parties as much as possible when the
negotiating power balance is disturbed.
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مستخلص البحث:

ٌٓذف انبسث انى اخخببس ػالقت ٔحأثٍش اداسة االزخٕاء انؼبنً كًخغٍش يسخقم فً اسخشاحٍدٍبث
انخفبٔض كًخغٍش يسخدٍب  ,فً يقش ٔصاسة انصُبػت ٔانًؼبدٌ انؼشاقٍتٔ ,يٍ ثى يسبٔنت انخشٔج بدًهت
حٕصٍبث حسٓى فً حؼضٌض انًفبٔضبث انخً حقٕو بٓب قٍبداث انٕصاسة ٔاَطالقب يٍ اًٍْت يٕضٕع انبسث
فً انًُظًبث انؼبيتٔ ,اًٍْت انًُظًبث انًبسٕثت نهًدخًغ ,اُػِخًذ انًُٓح انٕصفً انخسهٍهً فً اَدبص ْزا
انبسثٔ ,شًم انبسث ػٍُت( ) 444يٍ قٍبداث ٔصاسة انصُبػت ٔانًؼبدٌ انؼشاقٍت ٔ ,خًؼج انبٍبَبث يٍ
( )444يسخدٍبب ًٌثهٌٕ يدخًغ انبسث بشكم زصشي ٔشبيمٔ ,انًخًثم بـ( انًذٌشٌٍ انؼبيٍٍ ,يذٌشي
االقسبو  ,يذٌشي انشؼب ) ,ببػخًبد االسخببَت انخً حضًُج ( )04فقشةٔ ,قذ حًج االسخؼبَت ببنًقببالث
انشخصٍت اثُبء حٕصٌغ االسخببَت ٔششذ ٔحٕضٍر فقشاحٓبٔ .اػخًذ انبسث بشَبيح Amos V.26, Spss
) )V.26يغ اػخ ًبد اسبنٍب االزصبء انٕصفً (اخخببس انخطٍتٔ ,اخخببس انخٕصٌغ انطبٍؼًٔ ,انخسهٍم
انؼبيهً انخٕكٍذئ ,بُبء ًَبرج انًخغٍشاثٔ ,انٕسظ انسسببًٔ ,انُسب انًئٌٕتٔ ,االَسشاف انًؼٍبسي,
ٔاالًٍْت انُسبٍتٔ ,يؼبيم االخخالفٔ ,يؼبيم االسحببط بٍشسٌٕٔ ,يؼبيم االَسذاس انبسٍظ  ,حسهٍم انًسبس،
اخخببس سٕبم) الخخببس فشضٍبحّ .ايب ابشص اسخُخبخبث انبسث انخً اظٓشث صست انفشضٍبث فخدسذث بخأثٍش
االزخٕاء انؼبنً بشكم يببشش فً ػًهٍت انخفبٔض ٔاسخشاحٍدٍبحٓبٔ ,يُٓب َسخُخح بأٌ اداسة االزخٕاء
انؼبنً حؤثش فً انخفبٔض بشكم يببشش ٔغٍش يببششٔ ,ػهى ْزا االسبط سبًْج ْزِ انخأثٍشاث غٍش
انًببششة فً صٌبدة قًٍت انخأثٍشٔ .خشج انبسث بدًهت حٕصٍبث يٍ آًْب اسخثًبس انؼالقت انخببدنٍت
ٔانخفبػهٍت بٍٍ اداسة االزخٕاء انؼبنً ٔاسخشاحٍدٍبث انخفبٔض بشكم يببشش أ غٍش يببشش ,يغ ادساك اٌ
ػُبصشًْب ٔابؼبدًْب ٔقببهٍخٓب نهخطٕس ٔانخغٍٍش ٔاالضبفت بشكم ٌخضايٍ يغ حطٕس ٔحُٕع انٕظبئف
ٔانخغٍشاث فً انبٍئت انًخسبسػت ٔ ,نقذ اضبف انبسث انسبنً قًٍت ػهًٍت يٍ خالل اػخًبدِ ًَٕرج يقبٕل
ضًٍ انؼالقبث انبُبئٍت ٔاالزصبئٍت ٔببنخبنً اػخًبد انُسخت انخً حى اخخببسْب  ,فضال ػٍ االسٓبو فً
حٕضٍر انخشابظ بٍٍ انبؼذٌٍ ببسث ٔازذ.
املصطلحات الرئيسة للبحث :إداسة االزخٕاء انؼبنً ،اسخشاحٍدٍبث انخفبٔض

*بسث يسخم يٍ سسبنت يبخسخٍش
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